ACHIEVING “CHARGE
QUALITY” FOR LEAD ACID
BATTERIES IN INDUSTRIAL
MOTIVE APPLICATIONS
Delta-Q Technologies’ success as an industrial battery charger supplier to original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) has been built on understanding the charging requirements of
lead acid batteries. Charging logic is embedded in what we call a charge profile or charge
algorithm—the set of instructions that guide the charger in returning energy to the batteries.
Our charge profiles are developed, iteratively tested and validated in an extensive battery lab,
often with the involvement of the battery’s manufacturer and OEM engineers.
The battery pack is often the most expensive part
of the bill of materials for an electric drive vehicle
or industrial machine. The battery pack’s energy
consumption, maintenance, and replacement
costs are a significant driver of an end user’s total
cost of ownership. How do we get the most out of
something—the battery pack—that we know will
eventually fail?
Availability and performance is important to end
user customer satisfaction. The machine must be
available for use, and consistently run for the required
amount of time before requiring recharging. The
expectation is that the machine will maintain a high
level of performance and runtime for an extended
period of time, depending on the usage profile of the

application. Significant warranty costs are incurred if
the batteries do not make it to their time or amp-hour
usage milestones.
This white paper explains how we generate battery
charging profiles that result in “charge quality” for
flooded and sealed lead acid batteries. We define
“charge quality” as the ability of a charge profile to
consistently deliver on performance metrics such
as cycle life, machine runtime, charge time, energy
usage, water usage, and battery compatibility.

SUPERCHARGED HITS
Find out which battery brands
and models are supported by
Delta-Q in a fun look inside our
battery lab.

Watch the commercial on YouTube

Delta-Q’s unique charge profile development
capabilities mean that we can create tailored charging
solutions that result in customer satisfaction for
OEMs, battery manufacturers and end-users.

Connect directly with Delta-Q’s
application engineering team to
find out more about integrating
one of our chargers into your
vehicles or machines.
Phone: 1.604.327.8244
E-mail: appeng@delta-q.com

NEED A PRIMER ON LEAD ACID BATTERIES?
See our infographic for background on the different types of lead acid batteries,
their performance and maintenance.
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Origin of a Charge Profile
A battery expert once said “there are 1,000 ways to charge a battery.”
So, where do you start?
At Delta-Q, we start with the voice of the customer. Every application is different, and we must consider performance
trade-offs between achieving performance metrics such as reducing charge time or extending battery cycle life. To date,
Delta-Q has commercialized more than 50 charge profiles.
In applications with occasional or seasonal use, a gentle approach may be important to minimize energy use and water
consumption, preventing batteries from drying out while in storage. Others users may need a more aggressive approach, to
ensure maximum machine runtime and performance, even if batteries have been abused by improper storage, infrequent
maintenance, or over discharge.

ONE SIZE MAY NOT FIT ALL
One of the key considerations for Delta-Q is how closely
the charge profile should be tied to a particular battery.
Some OEMs equip their machines with one specific battery
make and model, and have control and visibility to ensure
only approved replacement batteries are used. In other
applications, there is a range of possible batteries, or end
users may source generic replacement batteries. Taking this
into account, our charge profile development generally falls
into one of three categories.
1. Specific charge profile for a battery make and model
Delta-Q often creates charge profiles in collaboration with a
battery manufacturer. This approach
combines the knowledge base of
the battery manufacturer with our
expertise in charging technologies.
Through this method, we can optimize
for charge quality by creating a tailored
solution that considers parameters
such as overcharge requirements,
maximum voltage limits, temperature
compensation, and managing battery
heat generation.

constantly in a shift environment would need a rapid return of
energy to the battery pack.
In some cases, Delta-Q develops our own profiles within
our battery lab, and presents them to battery manufacturers
for approval.
2. Generic charge profile for a battery type and size
Designing for a specific battery type and amp-hour range
creates a widely applicable charge profile. For example,
flooded batteries require more overcharge than sealed AGM
batteries, which in turn expect more overcharge than sealed
gel batteries. This approach acknowledges two things:

“Motive applications
pose battery
charging challenges
that require unique
solutions.”

A charge profile tailored for a specific battery make and model
will generally yield the best battery life. However, it limits
battery choice, and may not perform as well with batteries of
other makes, models, and types. If a switch is made, the user
may have to select the correct charge profile for the batteries
they are using.
Each manufacturer will have their own preferences when
it comes to the amount of overcharge during the finishing
stage of the charge cycle. When working with vehicle and
machine OEMs, this customized approach is important, as
warranty terms are sometimes based on the deployment of
an approved charge profile for the selected batteries. We
can also consider application-specific charging requirements
by working with the battery manufacturer. Typically, a
battery manufacturer has a published two-step charging
recommendation—the most basic and simplest method. For
the majority of our OEM customers, this basic method will
take longer than they can tolerate for a full charging cycle
(12 hours or more). A faster 3-or-more step method needs
to be designed. For example, a machine like a lift truck used

• There are many private-label
batteries on the market, and it’s not
economical to create a custom charge
profile for all of them.
• End user customers will not always
source the OEM-supplied batteries
as replacements, so a generic profile
is required to achieve reasonable
charge quality.

This type of charge profile will generally provide a reasonable
compromise between battery life, machine performance, and
flexibility of battery make and model. End users will still need
to use the same type of battery, or manually change charge
profiles if the type of battery changes (e.g. switch from
flooded to sealed).
3. Universal charge profile for all battery types
A universal charge profile applies the same charging logic on
all battery types, makes, and models. This approach gives
the end-user maximum flexibility on battery choice, and
acceptable performance with a wide range of aftermarket
batteries. Users may even change the battery type without
needing to change the charge profile, allowing replacement
of flooded batteries with sealed and vice versa. While
a universal charge profile is desirable in many ways,
compromises must be made in other areas. In Delta-Q’s
experience, the result is a combination of longer charge times
and reduced battery life. This is not an approach typically
supported by OEMs.
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Trials of a Charge Profile
Creating a charge profile is not as easy as programming a few
parameters and releasing the profile for use. Charge profiles must
be rigorously tested. Working with battery manufacturers and our
OEM customers, Delta-Q considers performance metrics such as
the allowable charging time (e.g. an overnight charging period),
probable user habits (e.g. incomplete charge cycles) and the typical
depth of discharge in the application. Here are the types of tests we
run on charge profiles in development.

COMPREHENSIVE
SOFTWARE TESTING

BATTERY PACK
CYCLE TESTING

Software is tested for bugs or
programming loopholes within the
software, firmware or charge profiles
that could cause adverse effects to the
batteries. Sometimes user behaviors
are considered, such as when a user
frequently interrupts the charge cycle.

Charge profiles are tested on sample
battery packs to determine their
effectiveness. These tests are done to
confirm the appropriate amount of energy
is returned to the pack, and the charge
process terminates at the correct point. If
there are going to be special demands on
the battery and charger system, Delta-Q
will simulate these conditions (e.g. testing
the battery and charger combination at
elevated temperatures).

EFFICIENCY TESTING
Recently, eﬃciency regulations have
begun to include industrial battery
chargers. It isn’t enough to have the right
charger hardware technology. Meeting
these regulations, such as those from
the California Energy Commission (CEC),
requires a suitable charge profile. Classic
“float” profiles will not pass CEC tests.
For applications such as lift trucks,
eﬃciency regulations will increasingly
affect charging profiles, especially as
CEC regulations apply to small industrial
chargers (<2 kW) starting in 2017.

CONTROLLED OVERCHARGE AND EQUALIZATION
While some lead-acid batteries are more eﬃcient than others, all will
lose some energy to heat during discharge and recharge. A low current
“finish” stage is necessary at the end of each charge cycle to restore
this lost energy and also thoroughly recharge the deepest part of the
battery plates. In flooded lead acid batteries, overcharge causes gas
bubbles to rise and stir the acid within the battery cells. Controlled
overcharge helps ensure that the electrolyte concentration is uniform
throughout the cell. Different battery types, makes, and models require
different amount of overcharge.
Some charge profiles employ temperature compensation, where a battery
temperature sensor is used to optimize the constant-voltage absorption

stage in hot and cold conditions. Using temperature compensation,
batteries can be charged quickly and consistently over a wider range of
ambient temperatures.
In addition to the “finish” stage, some charge profiles have a periodic
“equalization” stage built into their logic. While not occurring every charge
cycle, the equalize step provides additional overcharge as needed.
Eﬃciency differs between battery cells and this creates slight differences
in cell performance over time. Equalization helps all of the cells to reach
their individual maximum capacities.
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Delta-Q Charge Profile Case Studies
We have provided two examples of specific charge profiles below, with Charge Profile A as
an example of developing for a specific manufacturer and model of battery. Charge Profile
B is an example of a universal algorithm meant to maximize the user’s choice of different
battery chemistries. These profiles highlight how OEM priorities guide charge profile design
decisions and trade-offs.

Charge Profile A

Charge Profile B
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This universal charge profile was developed for scissor lift
applications, and is intended to provide compatibility with a wide
range of battery makes, models, and types. Extensively tuned and
tested, this profile provides acceptable charge quality for flooded,
AGM, and gel batteries, with a trade-off in charge time and cycle life,
relative to profiles developed for specific makes and models.
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This charge profile was developed to be compatible with a specific
make and model of gel batteries, used in lift truck applications.
Developed in collaboration with the battery manufacturer, this 3-step
profile meets their exacting specifications to ensure the best cycle life
and performance possible. The trade-off is that the profile is not widely
applicable to other battery manufacturers’ models or chemistries.
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NOTE: For the radar diagrams, the further the coloured shape extends along a given axis, the better the performance along that dimension.
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THE DEEP-CYCLE
LEAD ACID BATTERY

1

2

Add distilled water to flooded
batteries as frequently as practical,
while being careful not to overfill.
Don’t add water when the battery
is in a discharged state! It could
overflow when the battery is charged.

Tips to
keep
batteries
healthy:

3

Plug the machine in after
significant discharges. Avoid
leaving discharged batteries
sitting for long periods of time.
This prevents sulphation from
reducing the capacity of the
battery pack.

Make sure the selected charge profile
matches your battery pack. Profiles are
developed to work with certain battery
types or models (e.g. using a flooded
battery charging profile with a sealed
battery could damage the battery due
to the programmed overcharge).

Different types of
Lead Acid Batteries:
Flooded Lead Acid (FLA)
Lead plates are bathed in a liquid
electrolyte of sulphuric acid.
Maintenance involves periodically
adding distilled water.

Technology Description

Gel

Liquid electrolyte is absorbed in a
fiberglass mat between the plates.
Sealed and maintenance-free.

A silica gelling agent is added
to electrolyte, immobilizing it in a
paste. Like AGM, sealed and
maintenance-free.

Sealed?

No

Yes, valve regulated lead acid (VRLA)

Yes, valve regulated lead acid (VRLA)

Maintenance Required?

Yes

No

No

Cost Ranking

$

$$

$$$

Representative models for which
Delta-Q has charge profiles

Trojan T105, U.S. Battery US2200 XC2

Discover EV31A, Fullriver DC180-8

Deka 8GGC2, Exide/Sonnenschein

Application Suggestions

• Lowest initial cost
• Most tolerant of abuse
• Only usable in an upright position
(electrolyte will spill if tipped)
• Plates will dry out and degrade if
water is not periodically added

Overcharging Sensitivity

Tolerant of overcharge (even to 115% or
more of discharged capacity), but water
levels must be checked as overcharge
causes water loss.

2

1

3

• Electrolyte cannot be accessed
• Battery pack can be installed on its side because electrolyte will not spill
• Best vibration resistance available in lead acid chemistries due to
mechanical construction
• Better for indoor use due to lower gas and acid output during charging
• Good for cold temperature operation
• Lower rate of self-discharge than flooded

Requires precise amounts of overcharge and needs to be managed
carefully to avoid permanent water loss through battery venting.

Stages of a typical charge profile
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Most 3-step or “IUI” charge profiles contain the following phases:
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Bulk stage: Using constant current (I), about 75% of the charge is returned to the
battery as quickly as possible.
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Absorption: As the battery gets full, it cannot accept energy as quickly. Applying
constant voltage (U) allows the battery to control the rate at which it accepts charge.
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3.

Finish: Provides the battery with the constant current (I) overcharge it requires to
achieve a full state of charge, at a rate that is appropriate for the size and type of
battery being charged.
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Examples of low discharge vs.
high discharge usage patterns
Low Discharge
• An electric pallet truck is used a couple times each
day to move pallets over a short distance.
• A floor machine is used for a few minutes to scrub
the floor of a small room.

Battery pack voltage per cell

Did you know?
Lead acid batteries self-discharge during
storage, losing up to 10% of their stored
energy each month. Recharge batteries
regularly when not in use.

High Discharge
• A golf car is sent out for 2 rounds on a hot day.
• An electric scooter is used to commute 35
kilometres (the edge of its range).

10%

